Analysis of Titan Cement’s Local Employment Impacts
The promise of significant job growth has been Titan Cement’s primary argument to create
support for their project since they announced their plans to build a cement plant on the Northeast
Cape Fear River. However, the extensive pollution impacts and the negative perceptions arising from
the very presence of one of the largest heavy industrial factories in the state would generate real and
significant economic costs that will not be paid for by Titan.1 Instead, these costs would be passed on to
residents and existing local industries in the form of air, water, and soil pollution, potential devaluation
of real estate, and higher health care costs. 2 Industries in the Cape Fear region that are dependent on
the region’s natural resources, such as tourism and amenities, real estate, commercial fishing, outdoor
recreation, and agriculture, stand to be negatively impacted.
Regarding their own job estimates, Titan’s company officials have reiterated employment claims
with little to no evidence backing them up,3 and have provided no guarantee to fill any of their positions
locally.4 Instead, their industry website touts “increased efficiencies” that have steadily reduced overall
employment at cement plants nationwide. 5


The only comprehensive economic study to examine Titan’s net job contribution found that they
will likely add only 48 jobs to New Hanover County. It also predicted that the facility could drive
away as many as 70 existing jobs for every 100 jobs it creates.6 However, the study was unable
to account for the county’s substantial reliance on natural resources for its tourism-based
economy, meaning that this ratio could be even higher.7



By returning the incentives offered to them by the county, Titan ensured that they would not be
required to hire locally. Other new cement plants have imported the vast majority of their
employees rather than hiring local people out of work, such as the country’s largest cement
plant, which opened in 2009 in Missouri.8



Economic studies have shown that low-technology industries result in an overall decrease in
higher-tech employment, consumer spending and economic activity.9



The PCA’s website states that increased “efficiencies” through automation have reduced their
US workforce by 23 percent between 1985 and 2005.10 If this trend holds for what proponents
claim will be a “state-of-the-art” cement plant in Castle Hayne, 11 many of the jobs they
advertise in the Cape Fear community may increasingly be performed by machines instead of
blue-collar workers.



Titan’s cement plant in Florida currently operates at about 35% of its total capacity, meaning
that the jobs it does provide are not continuously available. Because of inconsistent demand for
cement, employees only work for three to four weeks at a time, then are effectively laid off for a
month when the plant shuts down.12



According to the US Geological Survey, this inconsistent employment pattern has been a
national trend. The agency’s 2012 Mineral Commodity Summaries report states that “beginning
in 2008, a large number of plants were put into indefinite idle status or were closed altogether.
This trend continued into 2011, with one already idle plant being formally closed, and another
plant being idled indefinitely, with few prospects for reopening.”13



Between 2005 and 2010, demand for cement in the U.S. dropped by 44 percent. 14 During this
period, employment in the cement industry dropped 19 percent, a loss of over 3,200 jobs
nationwide.15



Numerous studies have found that heavy polluting industries such as cement plants can have a
long-term damaging effect on existing industries in an area.16, 17, 18, 19 Here in Southeast North
Carolina, we derive much of our economic activity from industries that would be at risk from
Titan’s operations:
o
o

o
o
o

The Cape Fear region’s tourism industry, which supports over 10,000 jobs.20
Freshwater fishing depends on clean water and healthy fish nurseries, such as the type
of riverine wetlands that Titan wants to destroy. This industry also supports over 10,000
jobs statewide.21
The Wilmington area contains a large portion of North Carolina’s coastal recreational
fishing industry, which was responsible for supporting over 17,000 jobs as of 2011. 22
Local athletic events, which bring tens of millions of dollars into the region each year.23
“Marine recreational services,” comprised of non-beach and non-fishing activities such
as surfing lessons, ecotours, and sunset cruises, support over 750 jobs locally.24
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